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Dated: June 21, 2012

To
Shri R K Upadhyay,
Chairman & Managing Director,
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited,
Bharat Sanchar Bhawan,
New Delhi 110001.
Sub: Rstoration of facility of medical claim without voucher for
outdoor treatment for the BSNL Pensioners
Sir,
We are to express our total dismay and deep anguish that BSNL
Management has not agreed to restore the above facility and has
accordingly
signed
an
agreement
with
some
employees
unions/associations in total disregard to the problems and difficulties of
the absorbed BSNL Pensioners.
2
You are to kindly appreciate that the Pensioners are in a
disadvantageous group because of advanced age and almost crippled
with several ailments – thus restricting their movements. Unlike the
serving employees who are to come to attend to their offices daily for
which they are even paid transport allowances, the Pensioners, on the
other hand, if required to visit their last Office will be required to spend
money for travel out of their pension money. As it is the case now, the
medical bills or other claims are not settled on time and the claimants
are required to pursue the same at regular intervals. The Pensioners
find it very difficult to pursue their cases by visiting their last offices on
regular basis because of the reasons explained above. This precisely is
the reason that many Pensioners preferred to opt for the facility of
medical re-imbursement for outdoor treatment without voucher – even
though the limit for the claim is less than half of the amount being
allowed for medical claims with voucher for outdoor treatment.

3
We are sure that restoration of the system, at least for the
Pensioners, will not increase the financial liability of the BSNL. If need
be, we would request to get this aspect re-examined.
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In view of the above, we earnestly request you to kindly intervene
in the matter and restore the facility of medical claim without voucher for
outdoor treatment at least for the Pensioners.
With kind regards,
Yours sincerely,

(S Basu)
General Secretary
Copy to:
Shri Kapil Sibal,
Hon’ble Minister of Communications & IT,
Government of India,
CGO Complex, Lodhi Road,
New Delhi 110 003.

